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I was feeling apprehensive about my „Hash Mag‟ writing challenge so I stood by nervously
watching Streaky hand out her literary masterpiece and wondering what do hashers do
with the esteemed Hash Mag? Much to my dismay I found out that people actually READ
them, there and then in the pub whilst the scribe is still in the room!!! I always thought the
mag was taken with much gusto then promptly placed in a dark place never to be seen
again (well at least until the next Monday when they wanted to know where the next Hash
was taking place).
Well on on to what I am supposed to be writing about, „The Hash‟. Apparently according
to Grandpa there were 51 hashers and 37 checks in the post. Here are a few things that I
heard whilst skipping along through the bluebells, jumping across streams and weaving
through the woods of Narnia. Stop Cocks mate (yet to be named) wanted to erect his
easel in the bluebell woods. On All Fours and Scupper Sucker were mass debating at a
check and then decided to follow the short cutting walkers (I think I heard correctly). Pimp
tried to lure Gnashers off the trail and into the woods, but all he got was wet trousers. I
was led to believe that Plain Jane was serving Pimms so bounded over to her lovely
abode only to find I missed heard and it was only pimp up to his antics again. Also I was
curious to know why Erectus was sporting a lovely pair of armbands, he said, “I thought I
might need them for the river crossings”.
Some of the advice received for writing the mag was to :

START BIG AND END
But I opted to….(PTO for the answer)
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Do a word search. The details of the next Hash is hidden within!!
THE BLUEBELL RUN

BEER
BLUEBELLS
BUCKET
CASTLEINN
CHECKBACK
CHECKING

CHIPS
CROSSES
DRINKING
HARE
HASH
HIGHDOWN

JUNE
LOST
LYDFORD
ONON
RUNNING
SCRIBE

SECOND
SLAP
SOLO
TVHHH
VIRGIN

Hash Hush: Our stand in Grand Master, Fergie, will be sharing the responsibility with Bin Liner
until our official Grand Master can return.
 We managed to find two new virgins : - Sue and Leah Grant. Apparently they
would like to come again, we didn‟t manage to put them off.
 There were no birthdays so we didn‟t manage to have our usual tuneful sing-a-long.
Grandpa is opening his Gardens and Vineyard in aid of St. Luke‟s hospice so please pop
along on the 31st May to support this worthy cause.
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